PILOT WATCHES
CITIZEN ECO-DRIVE STRAP
180 MENS WATCH

CM

For a rugged look with a comfortable fit, this militaryinspired timepiece fits the bill. with a day-date indicator,
luminous hands, 37mm screw-back case, and 100M
WR. The black dial provides a backdrop for simple
Arabic numerals, housed in a stainless steel case
along with a woven green strap with patterned stitching
and a buckle clasp............P/N 13-19311..........$175.00
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CITIZEN ECO-DRIVE
CHRONOGRAPH MENS WATCH
Take things up a notch with this perpetual calendar
chronograph. Includes a 1/20 second chronograph up
to 60 minutes, 12/24 hour time, dual time, tachymeter,
date, alarm and non-reflective crystal. The 43mm
titanium case sports a one-way rotating elasped time
bezel & screw-back case with a brown leather strap
with contrast stitching and 200M WR.
P/N 13-19308....... $415.00

CITIZEN PROMASTER ALTICHRON WATCH
Climb to new heights with the reinvented Promaster
Altichron. Designed with light power technology, the sky
is the limit when wearing this innovative, sleek yet sporty
timepiece. With an altimeter measuring from 1,000ft 32,000ft, compass and date, its the absolute timepiece
for any semi-professional adventurer. Featured with a
gun metal grey ion-plated stainless steel case, comfortable sleek grey polyurethane strap and complimentary
black dial with bright orange accents. Featuring EcoDrive technology – powered by light, any light. Never
needs a battery..................P/N 13-21902..........$416.50
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CITIZEN PROMASTER NAVIHAWK GPS WATCH
Travel around the world with the newest addition to
the Promaster collection. The Citizen® Promaster
Navihawk GPS features Satellite GPS Timekeeping
technology with synchronized time adjustment available in 27 cities. Pilot’s rotating slide rule bezel,
chronograph, perpetual calendar, alarm, light level
indicator and dual time. This timepiece features a
Super Titanium™ case and bracelet. Citizen’s Super
Titanium™ is 40% lighter than stainless steel and 5
times harder to resist scratches. Featuring Eco-Drive
technology – powered by light, any light. Never needs
a battery............................P/N 13-21901.......$1,466.50
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CITIZEN PROMASTER NAVIHAWK A-T WATCH
The Navihawk A-T ensures you are always on time, no
matter where your journey takes you. The black-tone
stainless steel case and mesh bracelet with black dial
features world time in 43 cities, 2 alarms, 1/100-second chronograph, 99-minute countdown timer, UTC
display, power reserve indicator, hand correction and
shock sensing function. Featuring Eco-Drive technology – powered by light, any light. Never needs a battery.
P/N 13-21900..........$525.00
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CITIZEN PROMASTER
SKYHAWK A-T WATCH
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This model appears in a stainless steel case, indigo
blue Italian leather strap with yellow contrast stitching,
yellow accented dark blue dial and bezel with the Blue
Angel’s insignia replicated on the case-back. Featuring
Eco-Drive technology – powered by light, any light.
Never needs a battery......P/N 13-21894..........$455.00

CITIZEN NIGHTHAWK WATCH
Revamped and reinvented, the sport styled Citizen
Nighthawk is here to stay. Powered by any light, this
watch never needs a battery. Featuring chronograph,
12/24-hour time and date in a stainless steel case and
bracelet with black dial and vivid red accents. Featuring
Eco-Drive technology – powered by light, any light.
Never needs a battery
Stainless Steel..................P/N 13-21903..........$332.50
Granite Ion Plating............P/N 13-21904..........$346.50
Black Ion Plating...............P/N 13-16301..........$346.50

Time to hit the racetrack with the improved Citizen Primo
Chronograph with Eco-Drive technology. A watch that
keeps up with your speedy lifestyle, shown here with a
men’s stainless steel case and bracelet with a midnight
blue dial with bright red accents. A 1/5th second chronograph with 12/24-hour time and date.
Blue Face..........................P/N 13-21905..........$262.50
Black Face........................P/N 13-21907..........$276.50

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR OUR COMPLETE CITIZEN PRODUCT LISTING.
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CITIZEN BLUE ANGELS WATCH PROMASTER SKYHAWK A-T

CITIZEN PRIMO WATCH

With atomic timekeeping is 43 cities, this chronograph
watch features a perpetual calendar, dual time, alarms,
countdown timer, digital backlight and UTC displays,
power reserve and pilot’s rotating slide rule bezel. This
model appears with a black ion-plated stainless steel
case and bracelet, black dial, bright orange details and
black bezel with unique case and dial motifs.
P/N 13-21898..........$486.50
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CITIZEN BLUE ANGELS WATCH
This precision and grace is exhibited in the Citizen
Blue Angels Nighthawk seen here with a navy blue ionplated stainless steel case, stainless steel bracelet and
navy blue dial with bright yellow accents. A watch powered by any light with Eco-Drive Technology featuring
12/14-hour time, pilots rotating slide ring and date.
Stainless Steel Band.........P/N 13-21896..........$332.50
Leather Band....................P/N 13-21897..........$297.50

In this collection, the function of a rotating bezel slide rule comes together
with the classic analog face to present a timeless purity of curves and
lines. An elegant chronograph.
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Katherine

Description
Jackie Dreamy White Watch
Jackie Sunset Pink Watch
Jackie Seaplane Green Watch
Amelia Cloud White Watch
Amelia Runway Black Watch
Elise Anthenian Silver Watch
Elise Egyptian Gold Watch
Elise Tahitian Two Tone Watch
Katherine Sky Blue
Katherine Royale
Katherine Storm
Katherine Rose Sun
Katherine Frequent

Part No.
13-11392
13-11394
13-11393
13-11396
13-11395
13-11398
13-11399
13-11397
13-18054
13-18055
13-18056
13-18057
13-18058

Price
$535.50
$535.50
$535.50
$314.10
$314.10
$449.10
$499.10
$449.10
$495.00
$495.00
$495.00
$495.00
$495.00

RADIANT TECHNOLOGY PILOT WATCH
Radiant Instruments introduces its first pilot watch. The
unit provides a suite of pilot functions, and also has a
bucketload of features that consumers desire.
Features: As with all Radiant products, the LCD screen
is huge and legible. The functions include: • Altimeter
(with history) (to 30,000 feet!) • Barometer (with history)
• Compass (with declination adjustment) • Temperature
• and, of course, time.........P/N 10-06867............$94.75

VIBRALITE MINI BLACK
The smallest, high quality, user friendly Vibration Alarm
Watch available. Vibration, Audible or Both Set easily in
Option Mode. Text on display prompts you. Button Alert
feature will confirm your setting quickly. 12 Daily Alarm
Settings Preset for variable reminders. 20 second duration alarm with auto off or can be turned off by pushing
any button. Countdown Timer with Auto Repeat.
Black with Nylon Band.......P/N 11-11135............$51.75
Purple Flower Band............P/N 11-11136............$51.75
Blue w/Hook & Loop Band....P/N 11-11137............$51.75

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR
OUR COMPLETE ABINGDON PRODUCT LISTING.
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